7S	RAYS OF POSITIVE ELECTRICITY
that of the positively electrified ones; with the ordinary
positive rays the positive lines are much stronger than the
In. the retrograde as well as in the positive rays
are large numbers of uncharged particles.    The photo-
taken with the retrograde rays shows that the maximum
velocity of the negatively electrified atom is about the same as
of the corresponding positively electrified one and differs
but	from the velocity of these atoms In the ordinary
positive rays. This result is suggestive because the electric
In the tube would accelerate the negatively electrified re-
trograde rays and retard the positively electrified one. It
points, I think, to the conclusion that the origin of the retro-
grade rays is analogous to that of the negatively electrified
particles which accompany the positive rays, the difference
between them being that the retrograde rays acquire their
negative charge before passing through the cathode, while the
negative constituent of the positive rays do so after passing
through the cathode. We may suppose that the process by
which the retrograde rays are produced is somewhat as follows :
neutral atoms or molecules acquire a negative charge when
they are just in front of the cathode, they are then repelled
from the cathode and driven through the dark space, acquiring
under the electric field in the discharge tube a velocity of the
same order as that acquired by the positively electrified par-
ticles of the positive rays during their approach to the
cathode. Some of these rapidly moving negatively electrified
particles will in their course through the gas come Into collision
with the corpuscles and molecules In the discharge tubes; the
first collision will detach a corpuscle leaving the particle in the
neutral condition; another collision will detach another cor-
puscle and leave the particle positively charged The particles
which have made two collisions form the positively electrified
portion of the retrograde rays, those which have made one

